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DETERMINATION OF CHARGE AND MASS DISTRIBUTION IN THE FISSION OF 252cf* 

E. Cheifetzt, J. B. Wilhelmy, R. C. Jared, and S. G. Thompson 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

June 1971 

ABSTRACT 

A new technique is presented for determining mass and charge distribution 

.in fission. This method is based on obtaining the independent yields of the 

even-even fission products from the measured intensities of 2+ ~ 0+ ground-state 

band transitions de-exciting the prompt fission products. Transition intensities 

for members of ground-state baads in 36 even-even fission-product nuclei have 

been used to determine the centroids (Zp) and widths (crz) of the charge distri

bution fo:r eight chains of fission products with constant mass and alsoto 

determine the centroids (ZA), widths (crA) and yields (Yz) of the mass distri

bution for twelve chains of fission products with constant charge. The method 

252 has been applied to analyze the charge and mass distributions of Cf span-

taneous fission. The results when compared with the standard radiochemical 

and K x-ray techniques give satisfactory agreement. The discrepancies which 

exist are predominantly associated with regions influenced strongly by nuclear 

shells. Examples are given relating the observed ground-state band transition 

intensities with other observed fission variables such as kinetic energy release 

and neutron evaporation systematics . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We present in this paper a new method which has been used to determine 

the independent yields of many of the fission products. The method is based 

upon the measurement of the intensities of the prompt transitions from the lowest 

+ . + 
2 level to the 0 ground states in even-even fission fragments. These transi-

tions have been identified in 36 of the highest independent-yield fission products 

in the spontaneous fission decay of 252cf. 1 ' 2 ,3 

For many years studies have been made to determine the charge distri-

bution of products formed in fission. Much of the information has been acquired 

through radiochemical isolation of specific short-lived fission isotopes from 

which independent and cumulative fission yields of several isotopes have been 

obtained (for a review of these results, see Wahl et a1. 4). The limiting 

feature in the radiochemical analysis is tha.t the majority of the high y:i:eld 

prompt fission products have very short beta-decay half lives. This makes the 

isolation of these isotopes quite difficult, and in general very little is 

known about their properties or yields. Therefore, much of the data which have 

been used to interpret the charge distribution have come from isotopes closer 

to beta stability. These isotopes have longer half lives but have lower inde-

pendent yields as fission products. Since the interest is in the primary distri-

bution at the time of fission, this makes the interpretation more difficult. 

Independent yields of isotopes of selected elements (e.g., krypton, 

rubidium, xenon, and cesium) have also been determined through the use of 

on-line mass separators. 5 This very accurate method is still limited to ele-

ments that are easy to extract and ionize. Both the radiochemical and isotopic 

mass separation techniques deal with the products in the time range of greater 
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-3 . 
than 10 sec after. fission and cannot be used for correlations of the yields 

with physical properties of the fission process such as fragment kinetic energies 

and neutron emission. 

• 
With the advent of the high resolution solid-state photon detectors, 

. 6-10 
the prompt K x-ray spectra of the fission products were studied extensively. 

Information concerning the charge and mass distribution of the products have 

been deduced from the measurements. This technique overcomes one of the main 

radiochemical difficulties in that the high yield primary products are the ones 

that are sampled. However, there are difficulties with this approach in that 

what is desired are the yields of the products, and what is measured are the 

yields of the K-x rays of the products. One, therefore, makes an assumption 

that the K x-ray yield is proportional to the isotopic yield for any giveri 

element. This ~priori assumption is difficult to justify because the low 

energy transitions which e.re presumably responsible for most of the x-ray yield 

cannot be predicted. In fact the K x-ray yield among the various elements pro-

duced infission varies by a factor of over 100 and even the differences between 

the K x-ray yields of adjacent even Z elements are as large a.s a factor of two 

and could perhaps be larger if the K x-ray yields were not a.lrea~ averaged over 

fragments with even and odd neutron numbers. Such variations could also be 

expected between isotopes of the same element and would bias the determination 

of the independent yield. A further complication is in determining the dis-

persian .of the charge and mass distributions. To obtain these values an unfolding 

procedure has to be employed which removes the effects due to the relatively· 

poor experimental resolution in the mass determination. 
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From our recent experimental studies of prompt fission gamma rays and 

. . . 11 
from·studies of John et al. on delayed gamma rays, we have been able to identify 

+ + and determine the intensities of 36 lines corresponding to the 2 -+ 0 ground-

state transitions of the highest independent yield even-even fission products. 

We shall show in the following that from considerations involving the statistical 

nature of the de...;excitation of the fragments and the removal of their primary 

angular momentum the intensity of the 2+ -+ 0+ ground-state transitions reflect 

the yield of the isotopes; thus, in this w~ information can be obtained on the 

mass and charge distribution of the primary products.· This method of deter-

mining the independent yields is comparable to the x-ray method in that yields 

can be correlated with other aspects of fission such as neutron emission and 

kinetic energy release, and it h&s a clear advantage over the x-ray method in 

that the information is obtained directly without having to unfold the large 

dispersion introduced by the mass resolution and without the uncertainties 

involving the x-ray yields. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 

The ground-state band transitions in even-even nuclei produced in the 

. spontaneous fission of 252cf have been identified utilizing a three and four 

parameter eoincidence experiment in which the kinetic energies of both fragments 

and their associated gamma r~s and K x rays were recorded. From the measured 

kinetic energies it was possible to determine the fragment masses and from the 

K x rays their atomic numbers. The experimental technique has been previously 

1-3 described, and we shall explain here only those aspects of the experiment 

which are related to extraction of transition intensity values. 

The experimental set-up from which the intensity information has been 

obtained is shown in Fig. 1. The 252cf source was plated on one of the fragment 

detectors (Fl) and thus all transitions from the fragment entering this detector 

having a lifetime longer than the characteristic stopping time of fission frag-

-12 . . 
ments in solids (rv 10 sec) appeared wit¥ut Doppler shifting and broadening. 

The gamma ray lines associated with fragments that were detected by the second 

solid-state detector' (F2), which was separated from Fl by 8 mm, were sharp and 

unshifted if they were emitted after the fragment arrived at F2 and were broadened 

and shifted when they were emitted by the fragment in flight.· The ratios of 

the non-Doppler-shifted line intensities associated with the fragments when 

they were stopped in Fl and when they were stopped in F2, corrected for the 

different geometrical efficiencies associated with detecting gamma rays from 

Fl and F2 positions, were used to obtain information about the half-life values 

of the transitions in the region 0.2 - 2 nsec. Any transition with a lifetime 

longer than 2 nsec was observed with essentially equal intensity whether the 

emitting fragment wa.s stopped in detector Fl or F2. 

• 
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The gamma-decay scheme of a typical even-even fission product is shown 

in Fig. 2. Members of the ground-state band decay by a cascade of E2 transi-

tions to lower spin levels of the band. They are fed by either the higher 

• 
state in the ground-state band or from many other states outside the ground-

state band. The energies of the le~els of the ground-state band are well fitted 
12 .· ·.· 

by the variable moment of inertia model systematics which relates the energies 

6+ 8+ + 4+ + of the , , 10 , etc .. states to the energie"S of the and 2 states. These 

relationships have been used to ascertain the identity of the observed transi~ 

tions and to· make predictions of the energies of transitions that have not been 

observed due to low intensity .and complexity of the spectra. Table I is a sum-

. 2+ 4+ 6+ 8+ mary of the experimental data and predictions related to the , , , and 

states of the ground-state band. Details concerning the values in the table 

are given below. 

+ + 4+ -+ 2+ 1. Energies: The observed transition energies of the 2 -+ 0 , , 

+ + + + . 
6 -+ 4 , and 8 -+ 6 transitions are listed in the table and are accurate to 

better than± 0.5 keY for the cases which include a decimal point and are 

accurate to within ± l keY for the remainder of the data. Energy values given 

in parentheses are either predicted values derived from the variable moment 

of inertia systematics or energies of weakly observed tn.nsitions which are 

in agreement with the variable moment of inertia systematics but which have not 

been identified with certainty as belonging to the nucleus in question. The 

uncertainty of the predicted energy values can be as large as 50 keV. Pre-

4+ dictions have been made only in the cases where the energies of the state 

+ + . + + + 
(E4 ) and the 2 state (E2 ) satisfy the relation E4 /E2 ·~ 2.23. 
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2. Intensity: The intensity v~ues represent the total transition 

intensities, i.e. the intensity of the observed gamma ray corrected for electron 

conversion and for emission of delayed components. The intensities of the gamma-

ray lines were obtained by fitting the peaks in the gamma-ray spectra associated 

with 2 amu ranges of fragment masses and then summing the intensities of lines 

with the same energy appearing in neighboring spectra. The fitting was performed 

by using pre-determined line shapes and straight-linebackground according to 

the method of Routti and Prussin. 13 Some systematic errors were possibly intra-

duced by the arbitrary choice of the straight-line background and by the general 

complexity of the spectra. Additional uncertainties in the absolute intensities 

were caused by the uncertainties in the exact distribution of the 252cf source 

on the fission detector which was in close proximityto the g$1DI!la-ray detector. 

Altogether we estimate an uncertainty of 15% for gamma li:r1es with a yield of 

greater than 1% per fission and 25% for lines with lesser intensity. These 

uncertainties exceed the statistical errors associated with the fitting procedure. 

Intensity values are also given for some of the observed transitions, the assign

ments for which as 6+ ~ 4+ and 8+ ~ 6+ are uncertain (indicated by parentheses 

in the energy column). An underestimate of the transition intensities could 

occur in the cases where the half-life values of the transitions are comparable 

-12 to the ~ 10 sec stopping time of the fragments in the plated detector. In 

such cases a significant portion of the decay was Doppler shifted a.nd broadened 

and thus was not included in the total intensity values of Table I. Cases where 

the above-mentioned situation could occur are associated with the independent 

feeding of the 2+ states in 132Te (974 keV), 134Te (1278 keV) and 136Te (1134 keV 

or 688 keV), and 136xe (1313 keV). No attempt was made to correct the data of 

• 

I. 
·I 
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Table I for effects associated with these very short half-life values. No 

+ + 136 definite assignments have been made for the 2 + 0 in Te. The most intense 

gamma rays that were present in the spectra and could be associated with this 

isotope were at energy 1134 keV with an intensity of 0.68%/f:ission or 688 keV 

with 0.81%/fission. The energies of either of these lines could be in agree

+ ment with the systematic behavi.or of the energies of the 2 states in this 

region, and thus both mentioned intensity values were associated with 136Te. 

3. Yield of K x ra.ys: The yields of the K x rays associated with the 

tabulated transitions of the ground-state bands of the even-even fission products 

were calculated directly from the measured or predicted gamma~ray energies and 

intensities using the known K-conversion coefficients. In the cases where the 

6+ + 4+ and/or 8+ + 6+ transitions have not been identified experimentally, the 

intensities of these transitions have been assumed to be 45% and 20% respectively 

of the 2+ + 0+ transition intensities. The uncertainties in the K x ray yields due 

to uncertainties in the predicted energies or intensities are in general insig-

nificant as these transitions are usually of high energies and thus have low 

contributions to the x-ray yield. The K x-ray yields are given in units of 

-4 10 /fission and include all of the contributions of the delayed transitions 

with half-lives up to 3 ~sec. These values can be corrected for any observation 

time by considering the contributions of the specific delayed components in 

the decay. 

4. Del~ed component transitions: Information is summarized on transi-

tions of,the ground-state band that have or are fed by Qelayed components of up 

to 3 ~sec lifetimes. The total intensity of the delayed component (including 

a correction for electron conversion) is given for the highest spin member of 

the ground-state band fed by the delayed decay. The data concerning delayed 
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transitions longer than 10 nsec are based on the results of Ref. 11. The 

results of Ref. 11, however, are rather uncertain when the lifetiines of the 

transitions are less than 10 nsec and therefore are not used in Table I. It 

should be noted that the lifetimes of the 2+ -+ 0+ transitions for isotopes 

lighter than 150ce listed in Table I are less than 2 nsec; these results are 

su.mril.arized in Refs. l-3. 
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III. VALIDITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD 

The basic underlying assumption of this work is that the total intensi-

+ + ties of the lowest 2 ~ 0 ground state observed in the pre-beta decay de-exci-

tation of the even-even fission products reflects to a high degree of accuracy 

(5%) the total independent yields of these isotopes. The evidence for the 

validity of the assumption is summarized below. 

1. Some of the 2+ ~ 0+ transitions of the fragments from spontaneous 

fission of 252cf have been observed with absolute intensities of more than 3% 

104 106 110 144 
per fission, e.g., Mo, 3.37%; Mo, 3.37%; Ru, 3.49%; Ba, 3.60%. On 

the basis of radiochemical studies of the width of the distributions of the 

independent yields of various mass chains the most abundant single isotopes 

are expected to be produced with a yield smaller than 3.5% per fission. The 

fact that some 2+ ~ 0+ transitions associated with the most abUndantly produced 

single isotopes are observed with such high yields indicates that these transi-

tions indeed represent most of the independent yields of the isotopes in question. 

2. Experiments measuring the ratio of the population of isomeric levels 

. i . t .14 '15 . . t . 16 1.h f ss1.on produc nucle1. and those study1ng gross ga;rmna-ray an1.so rop1.es 

have determined that the magnitude of the primary angular momentum of the fis-

sion products is approximately 6-9 units of h. Currently we have performed a 

statistical analysis of the intensities of transitions in ground-state bands 

of the even-even products that has shown that 95-98% of the isotopic yield will 

+ + be represented as the 2 ~ 0 ground-state band transition. Details of these 

17 calculations will be presented elsewhere but basically it is assumed that the 

primary fission products have an angular momentum distribution given by15 

P(J) o:: (2J + 1) * exp [-J(J + l)/B
2 ] where B is a parameter which represents 
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1 
approximately the rms v~ue of J + 2· The primary fragment de-excites by emis-

sion of neutrons and gamma rays. For each transition the change in angular 

momentum is determined using the procedure of Huizenga and Vandenbosch,18 in 

which the statistical transition probabilities are taken to be proportional 

to the availability of specific angular momentum states in the nucleus. The 

nuclear spin distribution is given by a simple spin dependent Fermi-gas level 

density formula 

. . 1 2 2 
p ( E ,J) ex: p ( E) * ( 2J + 1 ) exp [- ( J + 2) / 2cr ] 

in which a is the "spin cutoff" parameter and has been determined from analyses 

of other experimental data
18

' 19 to have a value of "' 3, 4. Figure 3 presents 

an example of the results of these calculations and shows that very little of 

the de-excitation process bypasses the 2+ ~- 0+ ground-state band transition. 

3. The relative intensities of the members of the ground-state band 

of the even-even fragments are very similar to the relative intensities of the 

( ) 20-25 members of the ground-state band of even-even products of a.,2n reactions 

as indeed the angular momentum of the primary products in both cases is very 

· similar. Unfortunately we are not aware of any study that compares accurately 

the 0+ ground-state yield in such reactions to the lowest 2+ ~ 0+ ground-state 

transition intensity; however, in the work of Lederer e_t .!!.· 25 on gamma rays 

following (a,2n) reactions in even rutheniumand molybdemllll nuclei the highest 

intensity transition that was associated with a decay that fed the 0+ ground 

+ + + -~ 
state arid bypassed the lowest 2 state comprised 2.7% of the lowest 2 -+ 0 ground-

state transition. Although this is not conclusive evidence that no other gamma 

+ rays feed the 0 ground state, this evidence could be used as an indication for 
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... 
·,· '.: .. · ... ·. . +',. . + 

the validity of our asslliilption. that the. 2 stat·e represents over 90% of the 0 . 

yield. In general, unlike thesituation in beta decay, very little feeding of 

.the second 2-+: state {that' could decay ·directly .to the ground state) has been 

observed· in (a,2n) ·reactions 'leading to even-even products. 

'I.·· 

.< .. 

I'· 

.. :• 
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IV. RESULTS 

A. Independent Yield Distributions· 

The measured gamma-ray intensities were analyzed by two separate methods 

to determine the fission-product distributions. The first analysis was to 

determine Zp (the most probable charge for each mass chain) and oz (the standard 

deviation of this distribution). The independent yields of· the products, Y(Z,A), 

are assumed to have, for each mass chain, a Gaussian distribution centered about 

z . 
p 

Y(Z ,A) = (1) 

There are three parameters associated with this distribution: Y(A), oz, and 

Z. . The para.meter Y(A), the total mass chain yield, has been measured inde-
p . 

pendently26 by radiochemical techniques and therefore is not a free parameter. 

The remaining two parameters can, iri principle, be determined by a least-squares 

fitting procedure. Since the distributioJls are relatively narrow and the 

independent yields from the g8.JJJJDa-ray analysis are only known for even-even 

isotopes, there were no mass chains for which more than two ipdependent yields 

were found. Therefore Eq. (1) wa.s analytically solved to give the values of 

ZP and oz for eight mass chains (A= 102, 106, 112, 136, 140, 144, 146, 154). 

A significant error ma.y be present in the number associated with the mass chain 

136 due to the expected short life time of 2+ states. The results are presented 

in Table II along with the Z values obtained from K x-ray studies of Watson 
p 

8 10 
et al. and those of Reisdorf ~ al. The errors quoted on Zp represent the 
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propagation of the statistical errors associated with the independent yields. 

+ The fact that the 2 states may represent only 90% of the independent yields 

and that a systematic error of ± 10% may have been present in the determination 

of absolute transition intensities has not been included. The average value of 

o
2 

calculated fromthe indi"ltidual o
2 

values of Table I by weighting each value 

with the square of the reciprocal of the quoted uncertainty is o
2 

= 0. 595 ± 0.011. 

It is clear fr6m comparing the spread of the values of o2 in Table II with o2 

that some variation in the o
2 

values among the various mass chains occurs; bow

ever, this could be due to a deviation of the actual distributions from the a 

priori assumed Gaussian shapes. A value of o
2 

= 0.56 ± 0.06 has been deduced 

from the current radiochemical data of 235u(nth'f)
4 

which is in good agreement 

. 252 
with the presented average value for Cf. 

The second method used to analyze the data was to determine information 

on the fission product distribution with respect to mass. In this representation 

the data are analyzed for constant Z values. The formalism used to define the 

distributions is analogous to that used for the charge distribution. 

Y(Z,A) = (2) 

Again the distribution was assumed to be Gaussian. The three parameters are 

Y ( Z) (the total prompt yield of each element) , o A (the standard deviation of 

the distribution of individual isotopes for each Z value), and A (the mean 
p 

of the mass distribution). They were determined by least-squares fitting the 

measured independent yields to Eq. (2). In a strict mathematical sense Eqs. (1) 
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and (2) cannot, in general, both represent the distribution of the products. 

However, to the accuracy of this model, it is as ~priori valid to assume that 

the distribution is Gaussian in the constant Z plane as in the constant A plane. 

Also the two representations agree closely in the region where the mass yield 

distribution is flat. There were ten isotopic chains for which three or more 

yields were known. For two chains Z = 38 and 48 we assumed the value of aA 

to be the same as in the neighboring even elements (assumed aA values are given 

in parentheses). Table III is a summary of the values of Ap, aA' and Y(Z) as 

derived from the experimental points and includes for comparison the A values 
p 

of Watson~ a1. 8 and Reisdorf~ a1. 10 as well as the yields that have been 

calculated by Reisdorf ~ .&· Also given are the total number of neutrons 

derived from comparing the A values of complementary elements and the values 
p 

of the average number of emitted neutrons as measured by Bowman et !!. 27 The 

errors presented in Table III were calculated from the propagation of the 

estimated uncertainties in the independent yields of the even-even isotopes. 

It should be noted that significant errors could have been introduced into the 

determined values of. Ap' Y, and aA by the isotopes which have 2+ states with 

-12 I 98 half-life values of less than 10 sec. This applies in particular to Zr, 

l32T. l34T l36T. . d l36X I th , f l34T th . d d t i ld e, e, e, an e. n e, case o e, e l.n epen en y e 

of that isotope could be much higher, thus increasing the total elemental yield 

of tellurium and bringing its A value closer to mass 134. p I 

Several self-consistency checks were made of the results: 

l. Neutron emission: The average number of neutrons emitted (vtotal) 

was obtained by subtracting the sum of the A values of complementary Z elements 
p 

from 252 and compared with the number of neutrons emitted from 252ct obtained 
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. 27 
by Bowman ~ ~· This comparison has the drawback that the latter measurements 

did not distinguish atomic numbers of the emitting isotopes in any given mass 

region; therefore, some significant differences between our values of vt t 1 . o a 

and those of Bowman et al. 27 could exist due to odd-even effects for example. 

As is evident from Table III the agreement between vtotal values derived from 

our A values and neutron measurements is reasonably good-for the pairs of the p 

more abundant elements (40,58), (42,56), and (44,54). The disagreement in the 

case (46,52) could be due to the probable systematic errors in measuring the 

Yields of the Z = 52 isotopes. 

,2. Yield of complement!fY elements: The fact that charged particle 
. I 

emission (aside from the two fragments) is very rare in fission and can there-

fore be neglected for our discussion implies that the yield of complementary 

elements should have been equal. Only for two pairs out of five presented in 

Table III did the deviations between yields of complementary pairs fall within 

one standard deviation of the estimated uncertainty. On the basis of statistical 

considerations the expected deviation between complementary pairs should be 

12.1%, whereas the observed average deviation between such pairs was 19.9%. 

Again the short half-life values of some of the 2+ states might have been 

responsible for underestimates of the yields of elements 40, 52, and 54. Another 

possible reason for the inconsistency of the yields of complementary fragments 

could be the failure of the .!. priori assumption of a Gaussian function for 

describing the independent yields of isotopes of a mass chain or of an element. 

This subject and its implications will be discussed later. 

3.- Yields of light ti!Jld heavy fragw.ents: The suin of yields of the even 

Z light fragments of Table III was 45.1% and the value for the even Z heavy 
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fragments was 45.2%. Both numbers should be roughly 50S. Considering the facts 

that the independent yields of the fragments were measured without any pre-

determined normalization and that the evaluation of the yields depends upon 

including absolute efficiency determination of the gamma. detection system and 

+ that perhaps up to 10% of the decays bypassed the 2 states, the results can be 

considered as a confirmation of the presented method. 

4. Relationship of crA and crz: The mass distribution in fission has a 

much larger width than the charge distribUtion of any mass chain or the mass 

distribution of isGtopes of any given element; therefore, oA and oz should be 

approximately related by the post-neutron charge to mass ratio crz/crz ~ 98/248 

= 0. 395. The value obtained for this ratio was cr.z/crA = 0. 408 ± 0. 012 which is 

in good agreement with the predicted value. 

Comparison of the A values derived from the gamma-ray intensities and 
p 

8 the values derived by Watson et ~· by the x-ray technique showed a clear 

deviation at Z = 54. The fact that the xenon fission products include the 

closed shell region 
136 142 

around Xe and the expected deformed region around Xe 

may have been responsible for emission of disproportional numbers of K x rays 

from the heavier xenon isotopes in the time range of 'Watson's experiment (100 nsec). 

If such a systematic variation in K x-r~ yield occurs, the analysis of Watson 

which assumes a constant yield of K x rays per element would result in a de:r:ived 

value of A which is higher than the true experimental distribution. Figure 4 
p 

shows the absolute value of the deviation .of the Zp values from equal charge 

division in fission. The experimental points represent pre-neutron emission 

mass determinations and were obtained using the average neutron distributions 

of Bowman et a1. 27 The. solid line in Fig. 4 are from the results of Watson 

.. 
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8 et al. In comparing our A value with those of Reisdorf et a1. 10 

p --
good agreement was obtained in all the cases except for Z = 38 and 

Z = 52. The disagreement in the case of Z = 52 could be associated with the 

error introduced into our evaluation of the A value by the very short half 
p 

. + 134 lJ.fe of the 2 state of Te. In the case of 

+ + . . . observed·2 -+ 0 trans1t1ons in two isotopes: 

strontium (Z = 38) we have 

94sr 837.4 ~eV with a yield of 

0.51%/fission and 96sr 815.5 keV with a yield of 0.34%/fission. + + Both the 2 -+ 0 

transitions had been identified through the beta decay of mass separated rubidium 

. . 5 
isotopes by J. Chaumont and R. Foucher~ al. The two transitions are very 

close in energy; therefore, the determination of their relative yield is 

essentially independent of any efficiency calibration procedure, and since they 

have approximately the same yield, the determination of A is rather insensitive 
p 

to the assumed value of aA. Since A is somewhere between 94 and 96, a rough 
p 

estimate of it can be obtained from a simple average of the two independent 

yields which gives A = 94.80 in agreement with the value derived by fitting a 
p 

Gaussian distribution to the experimental values. 

The basic hypothesis in determining the properties of the prompt fission 

products distribution has been that the independent yields could be represented 

by a simple Gaussian function. Statistical checks can be performed to experi-

mental data to see if this is a valid assumption. The most complete determination 

of independent yields of specific elemental chains are for the rubidium and cesium 

isotopes. Wahl et al.
4 

have summarized the independent yields of the 11 rubidium 

isotopes and the 10 cesium isotopes that have been determined from the thermal 

neutron-induced fission of 235u. We have taken these datapoints and their 

reported uncertainties and performed a weighted least-squares fit to the 

functional distribution given in Eq. (2). ·Three cases have been considered using 
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different sets of the data. In the first case all data points were used in 

the fit. In the second case the only points used were those which came from a 

single experiment in which a.n on-line mass separator was used to determine the 

independent yields. 
. . \ 

These data points consisted of the most abundant 1sotopes 

of the two elements considered and were estimated to include over 95% of the 

elemental yield. In the third case a fit ~s made using only three values of 

the most abundant odd-A isotopes. This approach simulates a situation such as 

has been reported here in which only three data points are known for each ele-

ment. In this case, to be consistent with our previous analysis, we have 

assumed that the uncertainties in the yields were ± 15% for isotopes having 

yields greater than 1%/fission and ±. 25% for those with yields less than 1%/fis-

sion. The obtained results for Ap' aA, andY including their statistical uncer

tainties (based on the validity of the Gaussian distribution) are presented in 

Table IV for the three cases considered. Least-squares fitting of a Gaussian 

2 
distribution to all of the rubidium yields gives a X value of 181. This very 

2 -3 large value of X gives a level of significance to the fit of less than 10 

which shows that the data are poorly represented by the Gaussian assumption. 

Nevertheless, comparison of the Ap' aA' and Y values of the fit of three most 

abundant odd-A isotopes with the fit of all the mass separation values shows 

that re!:isonable consistency with a range of 0.1 in Ap, 0.2 in crA and 20% in the 

total elemental yields is obtained and thus for practical applications the 

actual distribution can be estimated as a Gaussian if the data points are taken 

in proximity to the center of the distribution. 

In the case of rubidium the inclusion of the two shielded nuclei 
84

Rb 

and 
86

Rb which have negligible yields compared to the other rubidium isotopes 
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causes a significant shift in the A value when the yields are fitted by a . p 

Gaussian. In a strict mathematical sense the Gaussian function fails to repre-

sent the distribution of the independent yields; therefore, the·errors quoted 

for Ap, crA, and Y in Tables II·, III, and IV are not realistic. This could 

perhaps be the cause of the difficulties of the consistency tests mentioned 

earlier, as uncertainties of 0.1 in Ap and 0.2 in crA and 20% in the yields are 

perhapsinherent in the presented approach. 

B. Yield of K X Rays 

The K x-ray yields associated with the de-excitation of the ground-state 

bands have been calculated from the experimental and predicted values of the 

intensities of the transitions and are summarized in Table I. The yield of K 

x rays from an even-even isotope will be dominated by internal conversion of 
' 

members of the ground-state band when the energy of any of the transitions 

de-exciting this band is less than ~ 300-400 keV. In the other cases the non-

ground-state band transitions which have energies of ~ 800 keV will probably 

substantially contribute to the total K x-ray yield. 

A s~ry of the K x-ray yields of even-Z elements produced in the 

spontaneous fission of 252cf is given in Table v. The K x-ray yields associated 
I 

with only the ground-state bands of the isotopes listed in Table I and with 

transitions having lifetimes shorter than 3 ~sec are summarized in the first 

column. 
8 

The second column is the result of the experiments of Watson et al. 

which required the K x rays to be emitted within 100 nsec of fission. The third 

10 
column contains the results of Reisdorf et ~· who measured the K x rays 

emitted within about 1 nsec of fission. 
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In the case of tellurium the contribution of the even isotopes exceeds 

the observed value reported by Watson for the entire tellurium yield. This is 

presumably because the K x rays are produced predominantly from the conversion 

of the 6 -+ 4 transition of 
134

Te. This state has a half life of 160 nsec and 

thus not all the emitted K x rays were observed by Watson. Apparently most of 

134. 
tlie K x rays associated with tellurium fragments come from Te and thus this 

is an example in which a single transition can dominate the x-ray yield for an 

entire element. In the cases of deformed fragments such as zirconium, molybdenum, 

barium, cerium, and neodymium the decay within the ground-state band of the 

even-even isotopes which goes via low-energy transitions with relatively high 

conversion coefficients accounts for rv 25% of the K x-ray yields as observed 

by Watson. In the cases of even-even nuclei having low conversion coefficients 

associated with the ground-state band transitions as is the case in ruthenium, 

palladium, and xenon the odd isotopes apparently contribute in much greater 

' 
proportion to the K x-ray yields, and therefore, apparently bias the distribution 

when it is assumed that all isotopes have constant K x-:-ray yields. 

C. Cor:relations Between Independent Yields and Other Fission Properties 

The fact that the production of specific isotopes can be detected in 

most cases within 1 ~sec of the fission event by the observation of the prompt 

gamma decay opens the possibilities of studying correlations between independent 

yields of some fragments and total kinetic energy of the fragments, neutron 

emission, and production of various complementary fragments. As an example 

·of the power of the presented experimental method, two types of correlations 

are presented. In the first the yields of specific isotopes of ruthenium were 

,J 
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correlated with the total kinetic energy of the fragments. This was done by 

sorting the gamma-ray spectra intv both mass intervals and kinetic energy 

. t 1 d . th . ld f th 2+ 0+ t "t" f 108 110 1n erva s an summ1ng e y~e s o e- ~ rans1 1ons o Ru, Ru, 

and 
112

Ru for each of three kinetic energy intervals. The results are pre-

sented in Table VI. The total energy release in fission for the formation of 

any ruthenium isotope is approximately constant and can be considered as the 

sum of a kinetic energy term and an internal excitation energy term. 'rherefore 

the more neutron deficient isotope (
108

Ru) had originally higher internal exci-

tation energy and thus is correlated with a lower total kinetic energy. Con-

112 
versely the neutron-rich isotope ( Ru) had less internal excitation energy 

and is therefore correlated with the higher kinetic energy release. 

'fhe second ex~ple concerns correlations between the yield of complementary 

fragments and their total kinetic energy. This information was derived from 

y-y coincidence data which was obtained by placing a second y-ray detector behind 

the fission-fragment detector F2 (see Fig. 1). The correlations were studied 

for pairs of complementa~ even-even fragments in which one of the fragments 

had a transition with a sufficiently long lifetime (over 0.5 nsec) so that a 

substantial part of the gamma decay would occur after the fragment traversed 

the distance between the detectors and was stopped in the F2 detector. Thus a 

part of both the 2+ ~ 0+ transitions of complementary fragments appeared non-

Doppler-shifted and sharp. Figure 5 presents the yield of two complementary 

104 144 106 144 
pairs of prompt products ( Mo - Ba and Mo - Ba) as a function of the 

total kinetic energy release. By identifying a pair of fragments, the total 

neutron emission associated with the event is determined. Although the statisti-

cal uncertainties in the distributions are large due to background subtraction, 
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. 144 106 it is evident that events with emiss1on of two neutrons ( Ba - Mo) are 

correlated with higher kinetic energy than events with four emitted neutrons 

(144
Ba- 104

Mo); furthermore, the differences in the mean kinetic energy of the 

two distributions is about 7 MeV/neutron which is in good agreement with the 

value of 6.6 MeV/neutron that Bowman~ a1. 27 found for the variation of the 

total number of emitted neutrons as a function of total kinetic energy of the 

fragments, and it is also in agreement with the energy required for the emission 

of two neutrons from the initial fragments, i.e. ~ 11 MeV in binding energy and 

3 MeV in average neutron kinetic energy. 

The width of the presented distributions is roUghly 15 MeV (FWHM) with 

a large uncertainty. Since the kinetic energy distribution should be narrow 

when the two emitted fragments are known and consequently the total number of 

emitted neutrons is determined, the width therefore.predominantly reflects the 

large dispersion in the kinetic energy measurement of this experiment. The 

effects that are inherent in the fission process and would contribute to the 

width, such as variation in neutron emission between the initial fragments, 

variation in neutron kinetic energies and variation in total gamma-ray energy, 

are presumably much smaller than the observed width. 

,,, 
'•! 

~ 

~··.' 

~ 
·.f t 

. ·. ~ 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a new method for determining mass and charge distri

bution in fission. This technique is based on the correlation of the intensities 

of transitions de-exciting the ground-state bands in even-even prompt fission 

nuclei with the independent yields of the isotopes. The principle advantage is 

that the high yield prompt fission products are sampled. This overcomes the 

primary limitation of the standard radiochemical techniques which are usually 

not rapid enough to chemically isolate the short-lived beta decaying nuclei. 

The chemical studies are often limited therefore to cumulative-yield deter

minations, and thus much is lost about the details of the distribution. The 

other method commonly used to determine fission yield distributions is based 

on K x-ray measurements and this analysis necessitates assumptions about 

absolute x-ray yields and mass resolution considerations which we are able to 

avoid by observing the prompt ground-state band gamma rays. The primary dis

advantages of the technique is that it is currently limited to even-even iso

topes and thus only approximately one fourth of the isotopes are available for 

analysis. This, of course, precludes any information on odd-even effects in 

fission yields. 

Quantitative comparison of results of the various methods gives satis

factory agreement in most regions. The deviations exist in regions around 

nuclear shells (most notably the tellurium isotopes) where assumptions dealing 

with both the K x-ray yields and with the intensities of ground-state band 

transitions are open to criticism. 

By studying prompt gamma rays correlated with individual fragments it 

is possible to extract additional information relevant to the fission process. 

The cited two examples of this are the correlations of isotopic yields with 
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kinetic en~rgy release and the simultaneous observation of complementary pairs 

of products to extract information on energy distribution in the fissioning 

system. 

To obtain the mass and charge distribution in fission we have used the 

. + + 
experimentally determined 2 + 0 ground-state band transitions of even-even 

isotopes produced in the spontaneous fission of 252cr. This technique, however, 

would be applicable to any fissioning species for which the prompt gamma rays 

could be measured. For most readily fissionable nuclei, the same isotopes are 

produced (in varying yields) as prompt fission products. Since. now that the 

ground-state band transitions have been determined in the majority of the even-

even isotopes, it should be possible to obtain the details of the mass distri-

bution by measuring the intensities of these transitions. In this case the 

uncertainties in the determination of the mass distribution will be dependent 

on the accuracy with which the intensities of the gamma transitions can be 

measured. With continued improvement in detector resolution and with adequate 

efficiency calibration it should be possible to make such measurements to an 

accuracy of rv 5%. In this experiment the intensities of the transitions were 

obtained from the gamma-ray spectra which were associated with measured mass 

intervals. At the present gamma-ray energy resolution (1 keV FWHM at 100 keV) 

this procedure is essential for obtaining intensities of weak lines (less than 

about 1%/fission); however, when one of the fragments is stopped immediately 

in a solid and thus emits non-Doppler shifted lines, many of the intense lines 

(> 1%/fission) can be observed in the gross unsorted prompt gamma-ray spectrum. 

In additionhowever, there are still the fundamental limitations associated 

with the relative intensity of the 2+ + 0+ transitions and with the assumptions 

regarding the. Gaussian·. distribution of the fission products. 

.; 
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Table l, Energies_ and intensities of ground-state band transitions in prompt even-even product.s of 252cr spont.aneous fjssion. 

K x-ray yield 

2 -+ 0 4 ·-+ 2 6 .... 4 8 ... 6 from ground - Delay .... 

E I E I E E state band t~ Yield State 

Isotope (keV) ('/>/f) (keV) ('/>/f) (keV) ('/>/f) (keV) ('/>/f) (10-4/f) (nsec·) ('f,/f) 

\. 

94 a Sr 837.4 0.51 (Boo) 0,11 

96Sra 815.5 0.34 (Boo) 0.07 

98Zrb 1223 0.3 
100 

Zr 212.7 l.8o 352.1 1.26 497.9 0.57 (640) 13 

l02Zr 151.9 1.43 326.6 0.99 486 0.61 (587) 0.17 26 
102 c 

Mo 296.0 0,46 447 (562) (652) 1.3 
104 

Mo 192.3 3.37 368.7 2.l•9 520.0 1.03 (6o6) 33 

l06Mo 171.7 ·3.37 350.8 2.31 (511.8) 0.88 (596) 48 

106Rud 269 0;16 439 (562) (667) 0.65 
108

Ru 242.3 1.94 423 1.0 * (58o) (665) 10.8 

llORu 240.8 3.49 423 1.9 * 576.1 (7o8) 1.19 0.31 19.9 

ll2Ru 236.8 0.97 408.9 0.67 (554) (647) 5.9 
·n2Pde 348.8 0.77 535.8 0.45 (643.8) 0.26 (810) 1.6 

114Pd 332.9 1.48 520.7 0.87 649.3 0.47 (789) 3.5 

ll6Pd 340.6 0.87 538.0 0.42 (691) (814) ' 1.9 

n8cctr 488.0 0.32 677.3 0.29 (771) 0.09 (934) 0.3 

120Cdf 505.5 ...0.3 (698) (818) (961) 0;3 

132Teg 974 ...0,2 697 103 o.o8 4,4 130 0.08 6+ 

134 h Te 1278 1.5 297 1.3 115 1.08 87.3 164 1.08 6+ 

136Te (688) (0.81) 
or 

(1134) (0.68) 

136Xe1 1313 ...0.75 381 ...0.75 197 ...0.68 10.6 3000 0,68 6+ 

138Xe 589.5 2.3 482 1.63 2.6 

140Xe 376.8 1.5 457.9 1.29 (536) (569) 4.2 

140Baj 602.2 0.52 Oo65 
11,2

88
k 

359.7 2.90 475.7 2.28 632 1.29 (660) 9.7 

1448" 199.4 3.60 331.0 2.48 431.7 1.57 510.8 0.76 51.4 
146 Ba 181.0 1,01 333 0.69 (445) (569) 18.1 •l 

144Ce£ 397.5 0.2 0.7 
146 

Ce 258.6 1,04 410.1 0.81 502.3 0.51 (637) 8.1 

(Continued) 
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Table 1. (Continued) 

K x-ray yield 

2 -> 0 4 -> 2 6 -> 4 8 -> 6 fr001 ground-· Delay 

E I E I I! I E I state band tt Yield State 
~ 

I so cope (keV) (i/f) (keV) (%/f) (keV) (i/f) (keV) (~/!) (10-4/f) (nsec) (%/f) 

.148 
Ce 158.7 2. 31 295.7 1.84 386.5 1.20 (484) 6o.6 10 0.39 2+ 

150Ce 97.1 >0.98 209.0 0.85 300.7 0.65 376.4 0.45 69 18 0.45 2+ 

l50Ndm 130.1 0.15 251.4 339.7 ( 424) 4.3 

l52Nd 75.9 >0.6 164.7 . 0.51 247.3. 0.35 322.1 0.30 27.7 82 0.018 6+ 

154Nd 72.8 >0.4 162.4 0.39 243.7 0,24 328.1 0.16 23.5 2100 0.08 4+ 

l548mn 82.0 0,04 185 0,034 282 

1568mo 76 >0.1 174.2 0.10 258 ....0.07 (352) 185 0.03 6+ 

158Sm 72.8 >0.15 167.5 0.14 258.2 0.10 346 0.07 77 0.03 4+ 

*The 4 -• 2 transitions in 
108

Ru and 
110

Ru were too close in energy· to be e.eparated; thus their intensities were assigned to .the isotopes 

according to the ratio of the 2+-+ 0+ intensities. 

~he 2+ .., o+ transitions in 94sr and 96Sr have been assigned by R. Foucher ~t al. 5 using an on-line mass separator, 

LThe first 2+ in 98Zr was found by Blair~ a1. 28 using 96zr(t,p)98zr reaction. 

cThe 2+ and 4 + excited states of 102Mo have also been seen by Casten ~ ai. 29 and also by Herrmann !i al. 30 

dThe 2+ and 4+ states of lo6Ru have l;een identified in the radiochemical work of Herrmllilll ~ ~31 and by casten ~ ~32 using 

104
Ru( t ,p) 106Ru. 

0
Tite 2+ and 4+ states of ·112Pd have also been observed by Casten !i ~29 using the 110Pd(t,p)

112
Pd reaction. 

fThe states in 118cd and 
120

cd have been identified also by B!lcklin !i ~33 using an on-line mass separator. 

"The 2+ 
' 

4+ and 6+ states in l32Te 

hThe 2+ 
' 

4+ and 6+ levels of l34Te 

rays from 252cf fission fragments. 

have been identified b~ A. Kerek ~ ~34 using an on-line mass separator. 

and the isomeric 6+ ...,. 4+ transition have been identified by .John ~ a1. 11 
who studies delayed gamma 

These states have also been identified by Bergstr~ ~ al. 20 using an on-line mass separator. 

1
The 2+, 4 + and 6~ s~ates in 

136
xe have been identified by W. John ~ ~ll "!"ho observed the 3 IJ.Sec decay of the isomerir.:- 6+ state in 

the spontaneous fission of 
252

cf. The statee vere also identitied by Morwand ~ al. 35 using radiochemical techniques. 

. + ~ ~ 
JThe 2 -+ 0+ transitions in Ba have been observed by Alviger ~ ~ using mass separation techniques. 

kThe' 2+ and 4 + states .have been identified by Alvli!l"r !:..!:_ ~36 . and Larsen ~ al. 37 using on-line mass separators. 

£The 2+ ._, 0+ transition in 
144

ce has been observed by Wilhelmy !1 !!.L.38 following beta decay of unaeparated fission fragments. 

mThe energies of the groW1d-state band in l50Nd· have been taken: froo Greenberg~ ~39 
11

The ground-state band of l54sm which is a stable isotope has been taken from the ~ '2!_ Isotopes. 40 

0 + + + 156 154 156 . 41 The 2 , 4 and 6 states of Sm were found also in the Sill( t ,p) Sm reactwn b1 Bjerrgaard !:..!:_ al. 



Table 2. z values of specific mass chains. 
p 

A 

102 

lo6 

112 

136 

14o 

144 

146 

154 

z 
p 

4o.72 ± 0.06 

42.21{ ± 0.31 

44.91 ± 0,11 

53~00 ± 0,06 

54.84 ± 0.04 

56.27 ± 0.09 

57.01 ± 0.03 

6o.66 ± o.o6 

~ef. 26. 

bRef. 8. 

cRef. 10. 

"" 
~ 

Yield a 

0 'fo/fiss 

0.631 ± 0.064 4.25 

0.646 ± 0.015 6.20. 

0.829 ± 0.253 3.65 

0.531 ± 0.044 4.4o 

0.477 ± 0.028 6.32 

0.666 ± 0.052 5.77 

0.609 ± 0.039 5.15 

0.473 ± 0.036 1.11 

z 
p 

b 
Watson et al. 

4o.6 ± 0.3 

42.5 ± 0.1 

45.4 ± 0.2 

54.4 ± 0.2 

56.3 ± 0.1 

57.2 ± 0,1 

z . p 

Reisdorf et al. c 

4o.7 

42.3 

45.1 

53.4 
I 
w 

. 54.7 1\) 
I 

56.3 

57.1 

60.6 

c::: 
c:: 
~ 
I 
1\) 
0 
+:-
\0 
()) 
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Table 3. 

z Points A a A p 

38 2 94.60 ± 0.24 (1.376) 

4o 3 100.77 ± 0.12 1.376 ± 0.100 

42 3 105.00 ± 0.16 1.387 ± 0.106 

44 4 109.77 ± 0.09 1.487 ± o.o66 

46 3 114.10 ± 0.21 1.814 ± 0.250 

48 2 118.89 ± 0.43 (1.814) 

52 3 134.50 ± 0.11 l.l8o ± 0.074 

54 3 138.45 ± 0.13 1.581 ± 0.152 

56 4 143.29 ± 0.08 1.610 :': 0.068 

58 4 147.95 ± 0.14 1.763 ± 0.109 

6G ~: 152.55 ± 0.19 1.466 ± 0.175 

62 3 158.59 ± 2.92 2.783 ± 1.269 

~ef. 8. 

~Ref. 10. 

c 
Ref. 27. 

A values derived from even-Z elements. 
p· 

- a 
Watson et al. Re i_sdorf et al. b 

%/fission A Yield A 
p p 

1.97 ± 0.27 95.5 2.9 ± 0.1 

7.38 ± 0.52 100.6 ± 0.4 100.6 7.9 ± 0;3 

15.36 ± 1.13 104.8 ± 0.3 105.2 15.4 ± 0.3 

11.86 ± 0.85 111.0 ± 0.4 109.6 13.6 ± 0.2 

6.83 ± 0.73 114.0 ± 0.5 113.8 7.8 ± 0.3 

1.66 ± 0.21 

4.96 ± 0.32 133.9 7.8 ± 0.3 

9.63 ± 0.70 139.4 ± 0.3 138.5 13.6 ± 0.2 

16.23 ± 1.08 143.2 ± 0.1 143.3 15.4 ± 0.3 

9.20 ± o;68 148.0 ± 0.1 147.9 7.9 ± 0.3 

2.4o ± 0.26 152.5 = 0.3 152.5 2.9 ± 0.1 

1.08 ± 0. 99 155.0 ± 0.5 156.9 1.13 ± 0.06 

"' 
,, 

vtotal 

From A 
p 

3.40 ± 0.24 

3.78 ± 0.16 

3.71 ± 0.17 

3.28 ± 0.17 

4.85 ± 0.31 

v total 
c 

exp. 

4.2 

3.9 

3.5 

3-5 

4.1 

I 
w 
w 
I 

c::: 
0 
~ 
t-' 
I 

1\) 
0 
+:
\0 
CXJ 



Element 

Rb 

Cs 

_., 

Table 4. Gaussian fitting of known independent yields of rubidium and cesium 
products in thermal-neutron fission of 235u. 

Fit 

All known cases 

Mass separated cases 

Isotopes 93,95,97 

All known cases 

Mass separated cases 

Isotopes 139,141,143 

• 

Points 

11 

9 

3 

10 

7 

3 

A 
p 

!:::,A 
p 

92.525 ± 0.0037 

92.279 ± 0.017 

92.28 ± 0.11 

14o.99 ± 0.031 

141.07 ± 0.041 

14o.95 ± 0.11 

crA tJ.crA 

1.290 ± 0.0037 

1.457 ± 0.015 

1.45 ± 0.12 

1.364 ± 0.007 

1.417 ± 0.027 

1.61 ± 0.15 

y m. 

11.48 ± 0.22 

11.96 ± 0.22 

12.75 ± 0.89 

11.26 ± 0.38 

10.97 ± 0.43 

13.03 ± 0.86 

, .. 

I 
w 
.:::-
I 

c::: 
0 
~ 
1:--i 
I 

1\.) 
0 
.:::
\0 
CP 



.. Isotope 

38Sr 

40Zr 

42Mo 

44Ru 

46Pd 

48Cd 

52Te 

54Xe 

56Ba 

58Ce 

6oNd 

62Sm 

~etection 

lJDetection 

li. 
cDetection 
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Table 5. K x-ray yields in units of 10-
4
/fission. 

From ground-state 

bands of even-evena 

0.18 

40 

82 

37 

7 

0.6 

92 

17.4 

8o 

139 

56 

time: 0 - 3 1-J.Sec. 

time: 0 - 100 nsec. Ref. 8. 

time: 0 - 1 nsec .. Ref. 10. 

Total elemental K x-ray yield 

b 
Watson et al . ---

33.9' 

128 

278 

377 

150 

33.4 

153 

445 

460 

283 

74.7 

Reisdorf et al.c 

10.9 

60.8 

152 

117 

52 

ll 

18.7 

77 

227 

225 

255 
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Table 6. Relative yield of even ruthenium isotopes corre~ated 
with different intervals of t~e fragment total kinetic energy in 
the spontaneous fission of 25 Cf. The total fragment yield in 
the three kinetic energy intervals was normalized to unity. 

Isotope 

Total Kinetic Energy Intervals in MeV 

150 - 179 

0.221 

0.091 

0.015 

l8o - 190 

0.427 

0.309 

0.230 

191 - 210 

0. 352 

0.600 

0.755 

Ut 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. General schematic representation of the experimental detector configura

tion. Detectors Fl (with electrodeposited 252cf) and F2 measured kinetic 

energies of the fragments. Detectors y1 and y2 measured energies of y-rays 

and/or x-rays. Four parameter coincidence studies (Fl, F2, y1 , y 2 ) were 

used to establish transitions associated with ground state bands in even-even 

nuclei. Once these transitions were established they were studied quanti-

tatively (as reported in this paper) in a three parameter experiment (Fl, 

F2, y2 ) which afforded a higher efficiency of detection. The sources and 

detectors indicated in the bottom of the figure were used for external 

stabilization of the photon detectors. 

Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the ground state band de-excitation of 

a prompt even-even fission product. The numbers associated with each 

transition are average relative intensities observed in fission for the 

decay from the indicated spin members of the ground state band. 

Fig. 3. A plot of the calculated percentage of decays of the prompt even-even 

+ + fission products wbich do not cascade through the 2 -+ 0 ground state 

transition as a function of a parameter B (~ rms (J+l/2)] which is related 

to the average primary angular momentum of the fission fragment. 

Fig. 4. A plot of 6.Z vs. the charge of the fission product. The relationship 

for 6.Z is given on the ordinate where Z represents the element number of 

the fission product formed, pF is the charge to mass ratio of 252cf (98/252), 

and A is the preneutron emission centroid for the mass distribution of 
p 

the element. The differences between the 6.Z values of complimentary light 

and heavy fragment are indicative of the uncertainties in the presented 

8 
.results (see text). The solid line represents the results of Watson, et al. 
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Fig. 5. The dependence of the yield of pairs of complimentary fission products 

144 104 
as a function of the total kinetic energy release. The pairs are Ba - Mo 

144 106 
(represented by dots) and Ba- Mo (represented by open circles). The 

pairs were measured by observing coincidences of the specific gamma rays. 
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P-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 

·that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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